
 

 

 

100 MILLION NIGHTS (AUSTRALIA) 

 

Background Information 

 
Acclaimed musical duo Canyons have collaborated with visual artist Daniel Boyd to 
create ‘100 Million Nights’; An original musical score to be performed live, featuring a 
major new 3-panel video installation work by Daniel Boyd as the stage back drop. 
 
Through collaborating with artist Daniel Boyd, Canyons take a different approach to 
writing and creating music. As with history, some events are perfectly choreographed 
while others manifest spontaneously; so will the musical element of this project be at 
times perfectly rehearsed and in sync with the visual element, and at others 
spontaneously improvised to reflect this notion of history and the passing of time. 
Instruments and effects are chosen on the basis of their sonic quality and ability to be 
used in a variety of ways. From purely electronic, machine made drones and 
rhythmic pulses to organic, beat-less chordal movements, the focus is as much on 
sound as it is on music. Written to the visuals as well as influencing them, Canyons 
music and Daniel Boyd's work interlock, creating a stunning experience. 
 
Daniel Boyd’s work reinterprets Aboriginal and Australian-European history, drawing 
attention to the subjective nature of what we are taught. Boyd’s veil of transparent 
dots only partially reveals stories. The negative space surrounding the spherical 
marks enacts a reduction of information in the breaking down of the image, a kind of 
metaphor for the effect of time and memory on the narratives that surround objects 
and images, and an acknowledgment of stories lost in Colonizers’ versions of history. 
Boyd’s use of dots recalls the tradition of Papunya Tula painting, but his technique is 
almost more indebted to the histories of Pointillism and Impressionism. 
 
For the project Canyons have developed a performance that combines machines 
with the looseness of a live band, blurring the line between programmed and live 
music. Canyons will perform 100 Million Nights as a 5-piece live band consisting of 
guitar, bass, drums, keyboards, effects and percussion. The musical direction of 100 
Million Nights does not reflect Canyons' vision for their upcoming album but is rather 
a creative side-step that will take the audience through a kaleidoscope of genre and 
styles in a reflection of the nature of Boyd's visuals. 
 
Canyons’ are celebrated for their musical originality and creativity. They have 
established themselves as a band with a strong, uncompromising artistic vision and 
have been highly praised in the media for their debut album ‘Keep Your Dreams’. 100 
Million Nights premiered at the ‘APT7’ Closing Event at GoMA, Brisbane in April 2013 
and again for MoNA’s ‘Dark Mofo’ festival in Hobart in June 2013. 100 Million Nights 
makes an exclusive Melbourne debut at Melbourne Music Week in November 2013, 
with some very special event announcements coming soon. 
 
“This is a stunning, game-changing debut by a Perth duo now Sydney-based that 
refuses to be classified by genre. Canyons’ view is widescreen and unfettered by 
trend. The things that happen within the dream can be dense and abstract, or light 
and psychedelic. Wonderful, wonderful music.” - Melbourne Magazine, The Age 
(2011). 
 
Website - http://100millionnights.com/ 
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